Adding the Ken Burns Effect –
Panning & Zooming
The Ken Burns effect is the addition of animation to a digital still
photograph to create the illusion of movement. Adding zooming
(inward and outward) and panning (across and vertical) and
tilting features to still photographs is a technique commonly used
by many filmmakers to maintain viewer interest. The effect,
which was formerly known as animatics, is now named after the
award-winning PBS documentary filmmaker, Ken Burns.
His earliest documentaries (Brooklyn Bridge, The Statue of
Liberty, The Civil War, Jazz, Baseball) used a lot of archival
photographs in the storytelling. Archival film was rare and hard to
obtain. To boost viewer interest through motion he relied on the
animatic “tricks” of panning and zooming. The application of
animated transitions to still photographs has become so
associated with the film maker’s style, that it has become called
the Ken Burns effect in video editing software. He credits
filmmaker Jerome Liebling for teaching him the skill.

Burns was initially against having his name used in software, as it
was contrary to his preference of not having his name associated
with commercial products. Apple’s Steve Jobs, however, offered
to provide several thousands of dollars’ worth of hardware and
software in exchange for the use of his name. After accepting,
Burns donated the computing tools to nonprofit organizations.
Here is Ken Burns discussing the origin of how he became
associated with the term (4:16):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeqlHmhio4s
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Today, the Ken Burns effect is a slideshow feature in many
presentation apps – video editing, Powerpoint, and slide show
apps.
Ken Burns Effect: Explained & Illustrated with Gettysburg Address
David Taylor (3:29)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjdWvmjgBa0

When you use zoom or pan (if your software or app has it), the
amount or speed will vary. Sometimes it’s in the app, usually too
slow or miniscule. The other variance depends on the duration
chosen for the still photograph. The pan or zoom distance is
apportioned to the duration – that means a long duration still will
zoom/pan slower than a short duration still.
The more robust and complicated video editing programs will
usually allow you adjust the amount of pan/zoom as well as the
starting and ending points of the photo. Generally, applying pan
or zoom is more complicated with robust software compared to a
simpler program like Windows Live Movie Maker.

Unless I want to make a frozen point in my storytelling
(corresponding to the music), I add some movement to every still
photograph in each village video. Knowing that the viewing
audience is hungry for detail is probably the reason I use far
more photos than video clips. Also, it’s easier with a photo to
make post-production adjustments for lighting, color, and
contrast.

In Windows Live Movie Maker (WLMM) you can even add
pan/zoom to video clips. You must be careful, though, as that
quickly becomes motion within motion.
How to Zoom in Windows Live Movie Maker (Video):
EZ Tutorials (2:55)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BE3M0ELU8pg
Windows Live Movie Maker: Pan & Zoom Effects (Stills)
palomaratrc (5:31)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeAXLmAmhpg

WLMM has 12 choices for panning directions, 11 choices for
zooming inward, and 9 choices for zooming outward in WLMM.
In Windows Live Movie Make if you move your cursor to hover
over your pan or zoom choice, then you can watch on the
playback screen window what happens before you choose. Easy
peasy.
In the iMovie app for iOS devices, choose a photo in the timeline
by touching it. It will become highlighted. You can then choose to
“enable” or “disable” the Ken Burns effect on each photo. You can
then choose what type and amount of pan or zoom will occur by
pinching the starting point and ending point. Again, easy peasy.

KEN BURNS EFFECT ON IPHONE 2019 (1:19)
MobileEditing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4p59Kqxr4ZM
You have a lot more control and creative options for panning and
zooming if you use iMovie for Mac. Here is a short video that
describes using the effect.
The Ken Burns Effect in iMovie (3:56)
Kim Culhane
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXo9Ml0UufU
And this next excellent video is aptly named.
iMovie 10 Creativity: Ken Burns effect the definitive guide (6:13)
Kurt Papke
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfmnYncdBlc

Be sure to check out all the other topnotch and timely columns on
TheVillageCollector.com – “Just So You Know (JSYK)” by David
Spears, Larry Treadwell, Brian Vaill’s “The Train Station,” Thea
Heyink’s “The Creation Station,” “Phil & Sue’s Village” (from
England!), and “Coach is Here” by webmaster Bill Channell.
Please keep visiting the Village Videos page and watch, watch,
watch. There is a new batch of village videos to start off this

December! So many ideas, so little time… and not enough
money.
In my next column on The Village Collector, we’re going to cover
transitions between stills and video clips as you construct and edit
your village movie. I’ll try to do better next time.
Questions, comments and/or suggestions are always welcome.
You can contact me at: jpetersgolfpro@gmail.com, 419
Washington Avenue, Newport, KY 41071.
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